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Abstract
A multislice, 2.5 dimensional model was used to calculate the state
variables waveforms of an asynchronous machine. In this model
a magnetic field is calculated in orthogonal to the machine axis, twodimensional intersections with use of the finite element method. The
wavelet transform was used to visualize the waveform harmonic
components. The performed analysis showed that the wavelet transform
can be successfully used in the analysis of the asynchronous machine
waveforms, as an alternative to the short time Fourier transform. The
calculations were performed in the Academy Computational Center in
Cracow, Poland.

were taken under consideration, because they exhibited their
presence in the mentioned above graphs as functions of the speed.
Their origin was also indicated on the graphs made as an
extension of the Kluszczynski analytic/graphic diagrams [1].

2. A method for including cross currents
in induction motors
The ladder system RqFe with Al-Fe contact resistance Rq,K is
taken into account in the FEM based 2.5D model in question. It is
shown schematically in Fig. 1. Also a way of loop creation in loop
current method is shown in Fig. 1. For the sake of clarity only 3
machine slices and the bar division into 5 partial bars are shown.
Also 2 ladder systems of cross currents were traced. Actually they
are placed in each slice of the machine, between all adjacent rotor
bars. Typical number of slices, the induction motor was divided
into by planes perpendicular to its axis, was 5 or 7. The bar,
however, was divided into 12 partial bars. The number of loops
created this way was described by a few thousands of equations.
A loop creating method is also presented in this figure. A fractured
ring can be simulated by putting sufficient resistance into the ring
segment. A fractured bar one can model by putting high resistance
into the partial bars e.g. first tooth of the machine first slice.

Keywords: Kalman filters, rotor eccentricity, induction motors, cross
currents.

Bezśladowe Filtry Kalmana oraz analiza
falkowa maszyny asynchronicznej
z ekscentrycznością wirnika i pękniętymi
prętami wirnika
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Do obliczenia przebiegów zmiennych stanu maszyny asynchronicznej
zastosowano model „multislice 2.5D”. Model ten oblicza pole magnetyczne
w przekrojach prostopadłych do osi maszyny wykorzystując metodę
elementów skończonych. Dla celów analizy quasistacjonarnych przebiegów
w maszynie przedstawiono alternatywną do metody krótko-czasowego
przekształcenia Fouriera (STFT) metodę falek (wavelet). Obliczenia
wykonane zostały w Akademickim Centrum Obliczeniowym w Krakowie.
W celu określenia ilości pękniętych prętów oraz odcinków pierścieni klatki
wirnika silnika asynchronicznego zastosowano filtr UKF. Dawał on
dokładne informacje, podając numery uszkodzonych prętów oraz odcinków
pierścieni. Dla uzyskania tak dokładnych informacji filtr ten wymagał
pomiarów prądów stojana oraz prądów dodatkowych, jednozwojowych
cewek umieszczonych na zębach stojana, a obciążonych dużymi
rezystancjami (~1 k). Potrzebny też był pomiar prędkości obrotowej
wirnika i związany z tym kąt obrotu wału maszyny. Opracowana metoda
nadaje się do ochrony dużych, kosztownych napędów asynchronicznych.

9

The study of torque and stator current harmonics has been
carried out with computer simulations. The obtained results on
both 2D and 3D graphs are presented as a function of the electric
motor rotational speed. Parameters for each particular harmonic
were found with these graphs. These graphs help to identify the
origins of these harmonics as the co-action of the MMF of the
stator current and the magnetic induction from the rotor in the
airgap. Particular attention was paid to the question how iron
saturation influences these harmonics. The harmonics under study
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1. General information
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Streszczenie

Słowa kluczowe: filtry Kalmana, ekscentryczność wirnika, silnik
indukcyjny, prądy skrośne.
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Multislice 2.5D schematic model including cross currents (ladder
system RqFe including Al-Fe contact resistance Rq,K) - loop creation
in loop current method
Schematyczny model 2.5D wieloplastrowy uwzględniający prądy
skrośne (układ drabinkowy RqFe wraz z rezystancją Rq,K kontaktu
Al -Fe) - tworzenie oczek metodą prądów oczkowych

Asynchronous torques of higher harmonics and slotting
harmonics are strongly eliminated by skew. Increase in torques,
particularly in the area of counter-current braking, is mainly due to
the cross currents flowing to the bars which are close mainly in
terminal zones of rotor stack, between adjacent bars through the
laminations as well as to eddy currents in rotor surface areas.
Because of the dominant influence of the cross currents in iron,
they say about the so called iron torque saddles. This effect has
been studied in numerous papers, though no satisfactory method
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of its calculations has been developed up to now. The cross currents
in iron depend namely in a very complex way on a fabrication
process – e.g. bar-lamination transient resistance, burr height
following forming at shearing edge, and are subject to, and the
research data support it, fluctuations of these values in time. The
manufacturers of electric motors support themselves using
experimental corrections, obtained from comparison of many
machines and they are of value probably for one particular
manufacturing company. If one considers asynchronous torque
characteristics as a function of the rotational speed, it appears that
the skew of bars in the rotor act both in advantage and in
disadvantage when operational features of cage rotors are
concerned.
The action of the field generated by slotting harmonics are often
eliminated and the skew of the bars causes indirectly significant
increase in the braking torque. These advantageous effects are,
however, opposed by deficiency of additional loss caused by the
cross currents in iron [3, 4].

Fig. 4.
Rys. 4.
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Contour line diagram of the 3rd order force harmonics as a projection
of the absolute values onto v [rad/s] and f [Hz] for the motor with
dynamic eccentricity with 26 rotor cage bars
Diagram konturowy harmonicznych trzeciego rzędu jako projekcja
wartości absolutnych w funkcji v [rad/s] i f [Hz] dla silnika
z ekscentrycznością dynamiczną i 26 prętami w klatce wirnika

torque

torque

motor free from
defects
motor with dynamic

time

Fig. 5.

time

Rys. 5.
Fig. 2.
Rys. 2.

Calculated torque of the motor free from defects with 44 rotor bars
Obliczony moment silnika bez uszkodzeń z 44 prętami wirnika

3D model of the Sg90S-4 induction motor performed in MSC
PATRAN 8.0 system
Model 3D silnika indukcyjnego Sg90S-4 wykonany w systemie
MSC PATRAN 8.0
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Fig. 3.
Rys. 3.

Calculated cross current pattern at reversion of the motor with
dynamic eccentricity
Obliczony przebieg prądów skrośnych podczas nawrotu silnika
z ekscentrycznością dynamiczną

Fig. 6.
Rys. 6.

3. Typical calculation of higher order radial
forces
Sg90S-4 type aluminum squirrel cage, FSE Tamel made motor
was used for calculations and tests.
Tab. 1.
Tab. 1.

Motor Parameters
Parametry silnika

U = 380V (Y)

P = 1,1kW

I = 2,8A

cosφ = 0,8

 = 74%

f = 50Hz

n =1415rpm
l = 70mm

s = 0,0567

isol. cage B

Rf20 = 7,0,4

Skew - various

Qs = 36

Qr = 28, 26, 24

Calcualtion of 1st order Fx and Fy [N] Vs. time t[s] at e=0.07 and e=0.1mm
in the motor with static eccentricity, at fixed speed of 152.52 rad/s
Obliczenia sił Fx i Fy [N] 1 rzędu w funkcji czasu t[s] przy e=0.07
i e=0.1mm dla silnika z ekscentrycznością statyczną, przy ustalonej
prędkości 152,52 rad/s

4. Wavelet transform in performing analysis
of asynchronous machine in time
For the wavelet transformation, the most efficient, as the
calculation cost is concerned, is the scale ratio of a=1/2. Then the
analysis and wavelet synthesis run according to the diagram
shown in Fig. 7.
As it is shown in Fig. 7, the base filter of h0(k) is the converse
filter to ho(-k), wavelet filter of h1(k) is the converse filter to h1(-k)
and decimation of 2, i.e. inserting zero value every second signal
value is the converse operation to 2, i.e. deleting every second
signal value.
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Typical 3-level wavelet analysis
Typowa 3-poziomowa analiza falkowa

In the most frequent case, the wavelets are a digital high-pass
filter of [0.5 1] band, and the base function complements the
wavelet and is a [0 0.5] band low-pass filter. The Matlab system
function of gremez() makes it possible to create these filters as
FIR filters. These are the polynomials of z-1 variable of the Z
transform of higher order. If additional conditions are met (which
assures the gremez() function), they will satisfy conversion
conditions. This means, that as soon as the analysis is complete,
the input signal can be synthesised basing on its result. At the
performed harmonics analysis each particular frequency versus
speed of the machine will be sought, thus the transform
conversion was abandoned and IIR filters of the infinite impulse
response were assumed as a base filter and the wavelet. So the
filters of lower orders (lower order numerators and denominators
can be used) can be used. To this end, from Matlab system, digital
filters of various types of various order of rational (filter) function
of z-1 variable were used, i.e. Butterworth (butter()), elliptic
(ellip()), Chebyshev (cheby1(), cheby2()), maximum flat
(maxflat()). Phase minimum of these filters, was adopted as
a criterion. It was aimed that, the poles and zeros were located
within the unity circle of z variable, at the highest possible filter
order. The elliptic filter was the best suited to this end. At the
same time the delay of the response to the sine signal of the
frequency selected so as to be in the middle of the filter pass band
was examined. It appeared that fastest in this respect, was the
selected minimum-phase filter. The application of IIR filters
limited, however, the conversion capability of this transform. The
substitution of z by z-1 in FIR filter, which makes it possible to
reverse the phase, is useless, as it makes the IIR filter change the
location of the poles from the interior of the unity circle to its
exterior. So the filter would become unstable then. The diadic
wavelet transform described here is of time resolution varying
inversely to frequency resolution. This means the 1000 Hz band
width at the highest level of analysis [1000 – 2000 Hz]. This is
unsatisfactory. A frequency resolution similar to the one obtained
in testing e.g. magnetic resonance i.e. 300Hz wide band at
frequency band of [10 700 – 11 000 Hz], would be more useful.
This is achievable by assuming a scale ratio other than a=1/2 as in
diadic transform used in this research. This procedure is correct
for rather narrower frequency range (e.g. 9 - 11 kHz) instead of
the full range (0 – 2 kHz). Thus, in addition, it was necessary to
process each band of the used diadic transform by a series of
filters of narrower bands that complement each other in relation to
the diadic band [0.5 1.0] under question, which do not overlap
(without aliasing phenomenon). The band (in relation to Nyquist
frequency) of the first filter created additionally this way, also of
IIR type, is assumed as [0.99 1], and the width of the bands of the
next created filters, decreases linearly. This assures the 20 Hz
resolution at maximum frequency of 2 kHz as well as keeps
constant width-to-average frequency ratio. Various filter types of
various order, were examined against their response speed to the
sine-varying signal of the frequency corresponding to a given
filter. It appeared, that this condition is satisfied by the minimumphase filters. At each level of the wavelet diadic transform, these
filters produce corresponding narrow frequency bands. 7-level
diadic transform with 56 such additional filtering for each level
were assumed.

One has to note that the signals obtained at the output of such
filtering are of variable nature of frequency bands corresponding
to each filter. One has to determine their magnitude and it would
be the analysis result sought as a function of time and frequency.
To extract this amplitude from the output signal of each filter
specgram() function of Matlab system, was used. It uses the shorttime Fourier transform (STFT) for the signals of narrow frequency
band. For each discrete time, the result is a sum of harmonic
magnitudes of frequencies obtained from the passing band of each
narrow-band filter.

5. Analysis results of the asynchronous
machine patterns
The step of the dynamics calculation was dto=0.000 05 s, and
the time step assumed for the harmonic analysis was dt=0.000 25
s. It made it possible to analyse the harmonics up to the frequency
of 2 kHz. To get the dynamics calculation results usable for the
wavelet analysis, it was necessary to map them from time step of
dto into dt time step. This was performed by spline() program
from Matlab system. The harmonics higher than 2 kHz had to be
eliminated beforehand however, or the frequencies f higher than
2kHz would appear in the harmonic analysis results, as
frequencies mirrored from the 2 kH bound, i.e. as 2-(f-2) kHz. To
this end elliptical digital filter of Matlab system
(ellip(9,0.1,44,0.2,’low’)) was used. When analysing mains
currents, the mains harmonics of 50 Hz was eliminated with the
same filter (ellip(3,0.2,22,[0.024 0.026],,’stop’)). The results
obtained for the asynchronous motor free from damage are shown
in the following figure.
Harmonics [dB]

Rotatory speed [Rad/s]

Fig. 8.
Rys. 8.

Frequency [Hz]

Spatial diagram of the harmonics of the electric torque of the machine
Wykres przestrzenny harmonicznych momentu elektrycznego maszyny

6. Detection of broken rotor bars in induction
motors using unscented Kalman filters
Determining the number of broken bars due to the failure or the
number of ring segments of the asynchronous motor rotor cage is
the important problem during operation of such a machine.
A UKF filter used to achieve this goal gave the exact information:
numbers of broken bars and ring segments. In order to obtain such
exact information, the filter needed measurements of the stator
currents and currents of the additional one-winding coils placed at
the stator teeth and loaded by big resistance (~1 k). The
measurement of the rotor rotational speed and, connected with
this, the machine shaft rotation angle was needed, too. The method
for determining the number of broken bars and ring segments of
the rotor and the method for detecting only the rotor cage broken
bars were tested. The presented method can be used for protecting
big and expensive asynchronous drives. (Unscented Kalman Filter
in rotor diagnostic testing of the asynchronous motor).

7. Simulations in calculation
The estimated bar and ring segment resistance should be plus.
This dependence should be included in calculations in the form of
constrains. If limitations are exceeded according to [1], the
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estimated quantities should be viewed on limitations and views of
these quantities should be taken for further calculations. However,
temporary minus values of the estimated resistance were allowed
for calculation performed. A function suitably shaped was used
which diminished possible minus values of resistance which could
appear in calculations. It is shown in Fig. 9.
Pk covariance matrix monitoring turned out to be equally
important for stability of calculations. Too big values of this matrix
elements can lead to big changes of the estimated resistances.
Calculations can then reach the local minimum for the estimated
resistances and indications of numbers of broken bars or ring
segments may turn out to be incorrect. On the other hand, it is easily
possible to predict the maximum values for groups of state variables e.g.
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The dy4 program estimated broken bars assuming that ring
segments are free from damage. The correct estimation of broken
bars 1÷7 at large range of variation in the machine speed (machine
reverse) is shown in Fig. 10. At speed about 300 rad/s the program
started to point at the broken bar in number 8, though it was free
from damage. The cause might be its proximity to damaged bars
(from 1 to 7) and bevel of machine bars.
Estimation of broken bars 1, 4, 7, 10, 13 at rings free from
damage is presented in Fig. 11. The dy4 program assumed to
calculate that all ring segment were free from damage which,
however, did not prevent from correct estimation.
estimated bar resistance

Assumed value of bar resistance

Lower limitation on estimated bar

Fig. 9.
Rys. 9.

Calculated value of bar resistance estimation

speed [rad/s]

Dependence of bar resistance (axis y) assumed for further calculations
on this quantity calculated by UKF-a similar function was used for ring
segment resistance
Zależność przyjętej do dalszych obliczeń rezystancji pręta (oś y) od
obliczonej przez UKF tej wielkości – podobną funkcję stosowano dla
rezystancji odcinków pierścienia

Fig. 11. Estimations of broken bars 1, 4, 7, 10, 13 by the dy4 program at
additionally broken 9÷13 ring segments, on the left side which were not
estimated by the program (in rotational speed function)
Rys. 11. Estymacja pękniętych prętów 1, 4, 7, 10, 13 przez program dy4, przy
dodatkowo pękniętych 9÷13 odcinkach pierścienia z lewej strony, których
program nie estymował (w funkcji prędkości obrotowej)

It is naturally essential here to predict increased values x(1:39),
for the sake of assumed break of a bar or ring segment. It is assumed
that covariance diagonal value Pk should not be larger than square of
these correct maximum values of variables, multiplied by number
0.0001 selected here for resistance and by 0.01 for the other
variables. Let us mark this number as α. If not, this quantity is
brought on i-diagonal Pk (i,i) to assumed value a, in the way given
below through:

9. Conclusions

According to the notation of the MATLAB program used here
for calculations, the marking Pk (:,i) stands for i-matrix column Pk
(similarly Pk(I,:) stands for i-row of matrix Pk). Owning to this
procedure, local minima trap was avoided.

The proposed application of the (diadic) scale ratio of a=0.5 and
complementing each level with additional narrow-band accuracy
filters, was selected from several possibilities of the numeric
solutions of the wavelet transform. It was compared with the
results calculated at the ratio a close to 1 (as in the magnetic
resonance). The number of filtration levels increased then, and
problems with analysing lower frequencies arose. The discussion
presented here as well as the harmonic analysis indicate the
application of the wavelet transform for analysis of the patterns in
an asynchronous machine as an alternative to the short time
Fourier transform. Considering the fact that break of ring
segments is a rare occurrence, the dy4 program that includes fewer
variables for estimation, seems sufficient in practice. A relatively
good estimation is owed to the exact machine model [2, 5], which
gives consideration to higher harmonics magnetic field in air-gap.

8. Results of calculations
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Fig. 10. Estimation of broken bars 1÷7 by the dy4 program (rings free from damage)
Rys. 10. Estymacja pękniętych prętów 1 ÷ 7 przez program dy4 (nieuszkodzone
pierścienie)
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